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THE JUNGLE NAVY

"The Jungle Navy" - that is what a handful of British naval officers and ratings

established' in a boy on the west Coast of Africa call themselves.

Their story is told by Chief Petty Officer 4. New, of Southampton, serving in

H.M.S. HAWKINS.

"I think the HAWKINS was one of their first visitors,” he said, "and when we

arrived we caused quite a sensation. Members of the Jungle Navy came aboard, to visit

us and they invited us to their base.

"The base is a small clearing in the jungle and when we returned the visit we

sent the Marine band ashore.

"Even using shallow-drought native boats, the band were unable to get close

inshore, and they had to wade nearly half a mile over the coral reefs carrying their

instruments. It was a great day in the jungle. The band arranged themselves in the

clearing while members of the Jungle Navy and native troops squatted round. And then

for the first time I suppose, the jungle heard some Strauss waltzes.

"Those natives didn’t seem to know what to do to shew their appreciation, and

for a time even the Jungle Navy were at a loss. Eventually they hod an idea.' They

decided to draw up a charter and confer upon their new-found friends honorary member

ship to the Jungle Navy. They got together, and one of the officers, I believe he

was a lawyer, drew up the charter."

The charter now has pride of place in the wardroom of the HAWKINS. The motto is

’Per more ad wardroom* (which, broadly translated, means ’Through the drink to the

drink’). The crest and arms, which ore as witty as the charter itself, are explained

in heraldic language on the reverse side of the parchment. Of the crest it is written

"On a wreath of the colours, a cocoanut palm proper navally gorged". Of the arms it

soys "Quarterly of the first vert semee of limes or a bottle of gin proper pourant

of doubles".... and so on*

And that is why the men of the HAWKINS may, if they wish, append J.N. (Hon.)

after their signatures„

Captain J.W. Josselyn, D.S.C., R.N., of Gosport, is commanding officer of the

HAWKINS, which has been adopted by Stockport.
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